NEDAL PASSIVELY SAFE COLUMNS

THE NEW STANDARD IN 70/100 NE3
Why Nedal
Nedal aluminium lighting columns for provincial roads, highways
and highway exits are certified in the 70 & 100 NE3 safety category.
This means they meet the highest European demands on collision
safety. Nedal lighting columns are reliable, safe and offer a unique
innovative shear-off construction. Lighting columns that contribute
to traffic safety.

Longer lifespan
Low maintenance
Climate neutral
Production based on CSR
(Corporate Social responsibility)
CE-certified
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Environmentally conscious
and climate-neutral
Aluminium lighting columns in themselves contribute significantly to reducing environmental impact as compared to steel columns. They require less
maintenance and have longer lifespans. We include our environmentally
conscious and climate-neutral manufacturing processes. This is reflected in
our commitment to using as much recycled aluminium as possible without
affecting the quality of the final product. Our Cradle to Cradle certification is
one example of our philosophy and methods.

Nedal
passed
every test!

Nedal passively safe lighting columns
offer many advantages:

We will be pleased
to tell you more

360-degree applicability

Product-specific transport packaging

Unique patented shear-off construction

Includes shear off / strimmer protection

Passive safety classification 70/100 NE3

Suitable for most wind zones

Suitable for different soil types

TASS & MIRA tested

Quick installation

Normal situation

Reliable and safe
shear-off construction
The unique and patented shear-off construction is
characterised by simplicity and reliability. In the event of

After a collision

a collision, the column shears off the base immediately.
The damage to the vehicle, occupants and the column
will be limited. Nedal passively safe columns not only allow
you to meet all requirements, they also help you contribute
to the safety of all road users.

Would you like more
information?
Please contact us.
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